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1. Introduction

1.1 Random Graphs

The notion of a random graph was introduced by the famous Hungarian math-

ematician Paul Erdős [20] in 1947. It was used to prove the existence of a
graph with a specific Ramsey property. Many subsequent researchers have
also found probability theory to be useful for proving the existence of specific
properties in graphs. The model described by Erdős is simple and is defined
as follows: Choose a graph at random with equal probabilities from the set of

all graphs of vertex set {1,2, . . . ,n}. Consequently, there are obviously 2(n2)
graphs with n vertices, since one decides for each pair of vertices if the edge
that connects the pair is absent or present. Equivalently this can be described

as the probability space (Ω,F ,P), where Ω is the set of all graphs with ver-

tex set {1,2, . . . ,n},F is the family of all subsets of Ω and for every ω ∈Ω,

P(ω) = 2−(
n
2). In simple words this means that

(n
2

)
tosses of a coin are done

independently, where “heads” means drawing an edge and “tails” means not
drawing an edge. See e.g [7] and [35].

The theory of random graphs was built up by a series of articles published in
1959–1968 by Erdős and Rényi, e.g., [21], where they used probabilistic meth-

ods to solve different problems in graph theory. They introduced the standard

binomial random graph G(n, p) with n vertices, where independently between
each pair of vertices there exists an edge with probability p (the “tossing a
coin” model discussed above is such an example for p = 1

2 ). Similarly they
introduced the uniform random graph model G(n,M) by taking Ω as the fam-

ily of all graphs with vertex set {1,2, . . . ,n}, and exactly M edges. There are((n2)
M

)
such graphs. The graph models G(n, p) and G(n,M) are almost equiva-

lent for large n provided that M is close to
(n
2

)
p, i.e., the expected number of

edges in G(n, p).
In the late seventies Bollobás became the leading scientist in the field with

many important papers, which later formed the basis of his book “Random

Graphs” [7] published in 1985. This book and the more recent book “Random

Graphs” by Janson et al. [35] have provided much of the framework for the

current dynamic field of random graph theory.

In general, a random graph is a graph constructed by a random procedure.
Usually one does not distinguish between different random graphs with the
same distribution. Typically one lets the sizes of the graphs tend towards in-
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finity, thus the theory of random graphs is by the nature of its design often

asymptotic. See [35].
The theory today has developed into a branch of discrete mathematics lo-

cated at the intersection of graph theory, combinatorics and probability theory.
It has got important applications to, e.g., computer science, bioinformatics and
reliability of transportation and communication networks.

1.2 Random Trees

Random trees are a special class of random graphs with close relations to
computer science [38, 39, 18].
A rooted tree T is a connected graph with one vertex defined as the root.

Further there is a unique path of edges from each vertex to the root and there

are no cycles in the graph.

The depth d(v) of a vertex v in T is its distance to the root, i.e., the number

of edges in the unique path from v to the root. The height of the tree is the
maximal depth of the tree. The vertices are also called nodes.

A random tree is a tree that is generated from some probability procedure

that describes how the edges or vertices are distributed.

Rooted trees can be divided into two main different classes, logarithmic and
non-logarithmic trees. A tree with n nodes (where each node has a bounded
number of children) has at least height logn (e.g., the complete binary tree
which is described below), and at most height n (if all vertices have just one
child). Logarithmic trees, or equivalently O

(
logn

)
trees, are trees where the

height for large n is bounded byC logn for some constantC. Non-logarithmic
trees have non-logarithmic height, typically of polynomial order O

(
nc
)
for

some constant c< 1.

1.2.1 The Deterministic Complete Binary Tree

The best known tree of logarithmic height is the deterministic ”complete bi-
nary” tree of n vertices. A binary tree is a tree where each vertex in the

tree has between 0 and 2 children. Typically the child vertices are called the

“left” and “right” child respectively. The complete binary tree is a tree with

height m= �log2 n�, in which there are 2k vertices at depth k, 0≤ k < m and

n− 2m+ 1 vertices at depth m. The vertices at depth m are also assumed to
have the leftmost positions among the 2m possible ones; see e.g., [38, p.401].

Figure 1.1 illustrates a complete binary tree.
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Figure 1.1: A figure of a complete binary tree, where the root is at the top of the tree
(at depth zero). There are 2 vertices at depth one, 4 vertices at depth two, 8 vertices
at depth three and 5 vertices are at the height (the maximal depth) of the tree which is
four.

1.2.2 The Binary Search Tree

The random binary search tree is frequently used to sort data for computa-

tional purposes and is then often referred to as Quicksort. Knuth [39] and

more recently Drmota [18] give a detailed account of the research that has

been done on these trees. For the binary search tree there are many equivalent

ways to describe the tree, several of which are used in Paper I. The following

description of a binary search tree is the standard one (although there are other

descriptions that are usually more useful to apply): Draw a number, which we

call a key, uniformly and independently from a set {1,2 . . . ,n}, and associate
the key to the root. Draw another key independently from the remaining num-

bers and place it at the left child of the root if it is smaller than the root’s

key and place it to the right if it is larger. Then one proceeds to grow the tree

incrementally: When the k’th key is to be placed, one starts at the root, and
recursively finds the subtree to which the key is going to belong to by com-

paring the key to the current root’s key, then go to the right if it is larger and to

the left otherwise. Eventually one locates an empty vertex (subtree) and then

one places the key at this position. When all keys are placed one gets a binary

tree of n vertices (see e.g., [15] and [17]). Figure 1.2 illustrates an example of
a binary search tree generated by keys as described above.

However, there is another equivalent description of the binary search tree

which is more useful in applications. Since the rank of the root’s key is equally

likely to be {1,2, . . . ,n}, the size of its left subtree is distributed as the integer
part of nU , whereU is a uniformU(0,1) random variable. Similarly the right
subtree is distributed as the integer part of n−nU . This can be considered as
if all n vertices are placed in the root, and by a uniform split of an interval

of length n, it is determined how many of these vertices that are sent to the
right and left subtree respectively. Equivalently, each ball in the root go to the
left child with probabilityU and to the right child with probability 1−U . All

9



Figure 1.2: A figure of a binary search tree generated by the “key sequence” 15, 5, 3,
25, 9, 6, 28, 16, 11, 20, 2, 1, 18, 23, 30, 26, 17, 19, 12, 10, 4, 13, 27, 8, 22, 14, 24, 7,
29, 21. The key 15 is in the root at depth zero. The keys 5 and 25 are at depth one; 3,
9, 16 and 28 are at depth two; 2, 4, 6, 11, 20, 26 and 30 are at depth three; 1, 8, 10,
12, 18, 23, 27 and 29 are at depth four; 7, 13, 17, 19, 22 and 24 are at depth five; and
finally 14 and 21 are at the maximal depth, which is six in this case. Note that if the
keys associated to the vertices in this figure are deleted they can be recovered, since
this labeling of the vertices is the only labeling that is possible from the set of keys
{1, 2, 3. . . , 30}.

subtree sizes can be explained in this manner by associating each node with
an independent uniform rand variable Uv. If a subtree rooted at v has size V ,
the size of its left subtree is distributed as the integer part of VUv. Thus, given
allUv’s, the subtree size nv for a vertex v at depth k is close to the product

nU1U2 . . .Uk,

whereUi, i ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, are independentU(0,1) random variables.

1.2.3 Split Trees

In this thesis we mainly study the class of random trees called “split trees”.
These trees were introduced by Devroye [16] for the purpose of unifying
many important random trees, e.g., binary search trees, m-ary search trees,
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quadtrees, median of (2k+ 1)-trees, simplex trees, tries and digital search
trees.

Figure 1.3: The m-ary search trees are generalisations of the binary search tree where
m= 2. The figure shows a 3-ary and a 4-ary search tree constructed from the sequence
7,5,15,3,4,6,1,13,11,10,2,16,8,9,14,12.

Split trees have (with high probability) height O
(
logn

)
(see e.g., [16,

12]), and therefore they form a large sub-class of random trees of logarith-

mic height. Many split trees are visualizations of algorithms from computer

science.

The description of a binary search tree as a splitting algorithm can be ap-

plied to describe general split trees. The split tree is constructed recursively

by distributing balls, one at a time, to a subset of vertices of an infinite rooted

tree where each node has exactly b children (b is called the branch factor).
The formal “split tree generating algorithm” (see [16] and Papers II and III)

is quite technical and here we just provide a brief general description. We say

that the tree has cardinality n, if n balls are distributed. Since many of the
common split trees come from algorithms in computer science, the balls often

represent some “key numbers” or other data symbols. There is also a so-called

vertex capacity, s > 0, which means that each node can hold at most s balls.
In the binary search tree b = 2 (there are two children) and s = 1 (each node
only holds one key number). In fact, all internal nodes hold the same number
of balls, s0 ≤ s, and all “leaves” hold between 1 and s balls (see Figures 1.4
and 1.5). A “leaf” is defined as a vertex that holds at least one ball but whose
descendants are devoid of any balls.
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Figure 1.4: This figure shows a split tree where the internal nodes are empty and the
leaves hold at most s= 4 balls.

Figure 1.5: This figure shows a split tree where the internal nodes hold 2 balls and
the leaves hold at most s= 4 balls.

The most important parameter for characterizing a split tree is the so-called
random split vector V = (V1,V2 . . . ,Vb) of equally distributed probabilities,
distributed as a random variable V , where ∑iVi = 1 and Vi ≥ 0. Each vertex

is given an independent copy of this random vector. In the binary search tree

the split vector is (U,1−U), whereU is a uniform random variable. The split

vectors describe the tree by determining how many balls that are held in each

12



subtree. Given the root’s split vector Vσ = (V1, . . . ,Vb), each of the n balls
chooses the i-th child of the root with probability Vi. Thus, the numbers of
balls in the subtrees rooted at the root’s children are close to nV1, . . . ,nVb. The
splitting of nodes is then repeated in each vertex until all vertices hold at most
s balls (or key numbers). Hence, given all split vectors in the tree, the number
of balls nv in a subtree at depth k is close to the product

nW1W2 . . .Wk, (1.1)

whereWr, r ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, are independent and identically distributed as V .

Figure 1.6: This figure shows the most important parameters for constructing a split
tree, where in particular the split vector V = (V1, . . . ,Vb) mostly characterizes the
tree.

Split trees and more generally the whole class of logarithmic trees have
similar properties as the simple example of the deterministic complete binary
tree. In the complete binary tree (with high probability) most vertices are close
to �log2 n� (the height of the tree). In split trees, on the other hand, (with high
probability) most vertices are close to a depth ∼ c lnn, where c is a constant
[16]; for the binary search tree this depth is ∼ 2lnn, see [17].

1.2.4 Conditioned Galton-Watson Trees

The so-called conditioned Galton-Watson trees are important examples of ran-
dom trees in the class of non-logarithmic trees [2, 3, 4]. Trees of this type are
for example ordered (plane) trees, Cayley trees and some binary trees that
are not of logarithmic height. The conditioned Galton-Watson trees are ob-
tained as the family tree of a Galton-Watson process conditioned on a given
total size. One lets ξ be a non-negative integer random variable and considers
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the Galton Watson process with offspring distribution ξ , where one assumes
that E(ξ ) = 1 and 0 < Var(ξ ) < ∞. The parameter ξ defines the subclass the
Galton-Watson tree belongs to.

1.3 Random Records and Cuttings

“Cutting down” trees was first studied by Meir and Moon in 1970 [42]. (The
trees they investigated were Cayley trees.) The process of cutting down a tree
is described as follows:
Let T be a rooted tree. Make one cut by choosing a vertex at random.

Delete this vertex so that the tree separates into several parts and keep only

the part containing the root. Continue recursively until only the root is cut.

Let X(T ) := Xv(T ) be the random number of cuts needed to destroy the tree.

Alternatively, one can consider edges, and the procedure is described in the

same way with Xe(T ) as the corresponding random variable.

Cuttings in random trees has emerged as a dynamic area in graph theory in
recent years with applications also to physics (e.g., [19, 28, 31, 46, 47]).

Janson [34] introduced a random variable with the same distribution as the

cutting down random variable, which is often better suited to understand the

underlying probability theory of the process. Janson considered records of a

tree defined as follows: Let each vertex have a random variable λv attached
to it and assume that these random values are independent and identically

distributed, where the distribution is continuous. Then λv is a record if it is the
smallest value in the path from the root to v. Since only the order relation of
the values play a role for the records, the choice of the distribution of λ v does
not matter.

Janson concluded that the number of records given is also X(T ). (As for
the cuts one can obviously consider the edge version instead.) To understand
why one gets the same variable X(T ) for these two models, one can use a
natural coupling argument explained as follows: First generate the values λv,
and then cut the tree, each time choosing the vertex with the smallest λv of
the remaining ones. This defines the cutting down procedure and a vertex v
is cut at some time if and only if the attached λv value is a record. Hence,
the number of records equals (in distribution) the number of cuts. (Figure 1.7

illustrates this coupling argument.)

The shape of conditioned Galton-Watson trees is very different from the

shape of trees of logarithmic height. Thus, not surprisingly, the results for the

number of records or cuts and the proofs of the results differ completely for

these different tree types. Janson [34] showed that for the conditioned Galton-

Watson trees the limiting distribution (as the number of nodes tends to infinity)

for the number of records or cuts converges to a Rayleigh distribution with

density function x
σ2 e

−x2
2σ2 . To show this, he used “the method of moments”, a

14



Figure 1.7: This figure illustrates the coupling to show that one gets the same variable
Xv(T ) for the number of cuts and the number of records.

method that is, however, not possible to use for trees of logarithmic height.
For many logarithmic trees on the other hand, e.g., the complete binary tree
[33], split trees (Papers I and III), and the random recursive tree (another type
of logarithmic tree) [19, 31], the limiting distributions turn out to be infinitely
divisible, more precisely, weakly 1-stable. The reason why this type of result
is natural to expect for logarithmic trees, is discussed in Papers I and III and
in the summary of these papers below.

1.4 Infinitely Divisible and Stable Distributions

A triangular array is a sequence of random variables Zn, j, 1≤ j ≤ mn, so that
the variables in each row, n, are independent and identically distributed, typ-
ically the variables in different rows are not independent. A random variable

Z has an infinitely divisible distribution, if and only if, for all n, there is a
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triangular array Zn, j, 1≤ j ≤ mn, such that

Sn
d=

mn

∑
j=1
Zn, j,

(see, e.g., [30, Section 9.4]).

The general formula for the characteristic function of an infinitely divisible

distribution is

exp

(
itb− a2t

2
+

∫ ∞

−∞
(eitx−1− itx1[|x| < 1])dν(x)

)
, (1.2)

for constants a≥ 0, b ∈ R and ν is the so called Lévy measure.
The next theorem is a classical theorem of convergence of triangular null

arrays to infinitely divisible distributions as described by Doeblin and Gne-

denko (see e.g., [36, Theorem 15.28]) which is applied in Papers I and III.

Assume that the measure ν(x) is continuous.

Theorem 1.4.1. Let Zn, j, 1 ≤ j ≤ mn, be a triangular array. Let n→ ∞ and
choose any constant c > 0. Then Sn converges in distribution to Z, where Z
has an infinitely divisible distribution with characteristic function as in (1.2)
and ν(x) continuous, if and only if, the following conditions hold:

(i) sup
j
P
(
Zn, j > x

)→ 0 for every x> 0, i.e., {Zn, j} forms a null array

(ii) ∑
j
P
(
Zn, j > x

)→ ν(x,∞) for every x> 0,

(iii) ∑
j
E
(
Zn, j1[Zn, j ≤ c]

)→ b−
∫
c≤|x|≤1

xdν(x),

(iv) ∑
j
Var

(
Zn, j1[ξv ≤ c]

)→ a+
∫
|x|≤c

x2dν(x),

where
∫
c≤|x|≤1 =−∫

1≤|x|≤c for c> 1.

The class of stable distributions is included in the larger class of infinitely
divisible distributions. A random variable Z is defined as α-stable for α ∈
(0,2], if for partial sums of independent and identically distributed random
variables Z,Z1,Z2 . . . , we have

n

∑
k=1

Zk
d= n

1
α Z+ cn ∀n,

where cn ∈ R are constants (and
d= means equality in distribution). Hence,

the normal distribution is one example of a stable distribution when α = 2;

moreover the stable distributions generalize the central limit theorem to ran-

dom variables with infinite variances. If the Lévy measure ν in (1.2) satisfies
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dν
dx = c±

|x|α+1 onR±, for α ∈ (0,2) and constants c± the corresponding infinitely
divisible distribution is weakly α-stable. The distribution is said to be strictly
stable if for all n, cn = 0, and weakly stable otherwise. If α < 2, the moments
E(Zm) are only defined for m> α . The characteristic function of an α-stable
distribution for α 
= 1 can be simplified to

exp
(
idt− c|t|α

(
1+ iβ sign(t) tan

πα
2

))
,

and for α = 1 to

exp

(
idt− c|t|

(
1+ iβ

2

π
sign(t) ln |t|

))
,

for constants c> 0, β ∈ [−1,1] and d ∈R. For further information about stable

distributions, see e.g., [25, Section XVII.3].

1.5 Renewal Theory

Renewal theory is a widely used branch of probability theory that generalizes

Poisson processes to arbitrary holding times. This is a powerful tool to study

sums of equally distributed components. A classic in this field is Feller [25]

on recurrent events.
Let X0 = 0 with probability 1, and let Xk, k ≥ 1, be independent identically

distributed, non-negative random variables distributed as X . Let Sm, m≥ 1, be

the partial sums. Let F(x) denote the distribution function of X , and let Fm(x)
be the distribution function of Sm, m≥ 0. Thus, for x≥ 0,

F0(x) = 1, F1(x) = F(x), Fm(x) = Fm
∗
(x),

i.e., Fm equals the m-fold convolution of F itself. The “renewal counting pro-

cess” {N (t), t ≥ 0} is defined by
N (t) :=max{n : Sn ≤ t},

which can be considered as the number of renewals before time t of an ob-
ject with a lifetime distributed as the random variable X . In the specific case
when X is an exponential random variable, {N (t), t ≥ 0} is a “Poisson pro-
cess”. An important well studied function is the so called “standard renewal

function” defined as

V (t) :=
∞

∑
n=0

Fn(t),
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which obviously is equal to E(N (t)). The renewal function V (t) satisfies the
so called renewal equation

V (t) = 1+(V ∗dF)(t), t ≥ 0,

and has a solution

V (t) =
t

E(X)
+o(t), t→ ∞.

Similar to the renewal counting process the first passage time τ(t) is defined
as

τ(t) :=N (t)+1,

i.e., τ(t) is the smallest n so that Sn > t. The advantage with τ(t) compared
to N (t) is that τ(t) is a stopping time while N (t) is not. Because of this,
τ(t) is also the natural process to study in the context of renewal theory for
random walks. Another well studied random variable is the residual lifetime
(or overshoot)R(t), defined as

R(t) := Sτ(t)− t.

A well-known result in renewal theory is that R(t) converges in distribution
as t tends to infinity (see e.g., [29, Theorem 6.2.]).
In renewal theory it often becomes necessary to distinguish between two

kinds of renewal processes, i.e., if the distribution function F(x) of X is lattice
(has support on {0,±d,±2d, . . .} for some d > 0) or non-lattice. The non-

lattice case is usually more natural to consider, even though it is not harder
to consider the lattice case; in fact in the latter case one may rescale time to
make F non-lattice.

The most famous theorem in renewal theory, which is useful in many ap-
plications, is the so-called key renewal theorem shown below. The theorem in
its generality uses the concept of so-called direct Riemann integrability. That
a function G(x) is direct Riemann integrable (d.R.i) is the same as Riemann
integrability for functions with compact support. In the general case this is

somewhat stronger than Lebesgue integrability.

Theorem 1.5.1. Suppose that F(x) is non-lattice. If G(t), t ≥ 0 is d.R.i., then
as t tends to infinity∫ t

0
G(t− s)dV (s)→ 1

E(X)

∫ ∞

0
G(s)ds,

where V (s) is the standard renewal function, i.e., the expected value of the
counting processN (s). (There is a similar result for the non-lattice case.)

For a broader introduction to renewal theory, see e.g., [5] and [29].
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1.5.1 Renewal Theory in Studies of Split Trees

One of the main purposes of this thesis (see Papers II, III and IV) was to ex-
amine the usefulness of renewal theory for characterizing split trees. Recall
from (1.1) in Section 1.2 that the subtree size nv for v at depth k, is close
to nW1W2 . . .Wk, whereWj, j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, are independent random variables

distributed as V , where V is distributed as the components in the split vec-

tor. Now let Yk := −∑kj=1 lnWj. Note that nW1W2 . . .Wk = ne−Yk . Recall that
the binary search tree has split vector V = (V1,V2) distributed as (U,1−U)
(where U is a uniform U(0,1) random variable). For this specific case of a
split tree the sum Yk (where Wj, j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}, are independent identically
distributed uniform U(0,1) random variables) is distributed as a Γ(k,1) ran-
dom variable, i.e., with density function f (x) = e−xxk−1

(k−1)! . This fact is used by
e.g., Devroye [17] to determine the height of a binary search tree. For gen-

eral split trees there is no simple common distribution function of ∑kj=1 lnWj;

instead renewal theory can be used. For simplicity Papers II, III and IV only

treat the non-lattice case, hence the following assumption.

(A1). Assume that − lnV (where V is the distribution of the components in
the split vector) is non-lattice.

For most types of well-known split trees, e.g., binary search trees, m-ary
search trees, quadtrees, median of (2k+ 1)-trees and simplex trees, − lnV is

non-lattice. Tries are special forms of split trees with a random permutation

of deterministic components (p1, p2, . . . , pb) and therefore not as random as

many other examples. (In the literature tries have also been treated separately

to other random trees of logarithmic height.) Thus, for some cases of tries,

e.g., symmetric tries where p1 = p2 = · · · = pb = 1
b , it is possible that − lnV

could be lattice.

We write

νk(t) := bkP(Yk ≤ t), ν(t) := ν1(t) = bP(− lnV ≤ t)

and define the renewal function

U(t) :=
∞

∑
k=0

νk(t). (1.3)

ForU(t) we obtain the following renewal equation

U(t) = 1+
∞

∑
k=1

(νk ∗dν)(t) = 1+(U ∗dν)(t). (1.4)

This is not a standard renewal equation since ν(t) is not a probability measure.
However, by the tilting dμ(t) = e−tdν(t), which can easily be seen to be a
probability measure, the renewal equation in (1.4) is transformed to a standard
renewal equation, which can be used to solve U(t) as t tends to infinity: Let
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t→ ∞, then the renewal functionU(t) in (1.3) has the solution

U(t) = (μ−1+o(1))et , (1.5)

for the constant μ depending on the split tree.
In Papers II, III and IV we frequently apply the renewal function U(t) and

the key renewal theorem with respect to the transformedU(t).

1.6 Explosion Problems

Explosion problems are an important area of probability theory which was in-

troduced by Galton and Watson already in 1874. They studied the probability

of either survival or extinction of families, and invented the important Galton-

Watson process. Starting from one ancestor, the Galton-Watson process can

be described as each family member having a number of children, distributed

as a random variable X , where the number of children of the family members
are independent. Excluding the trivial case where each family member has

exactly one descendant, the family will eventually die out (no child in the last

generation reproduces) with probability 1, if the expected value of X is one or

less [E(X)≤ 1] and will survive forever with positive probability if E(X) > 1.

The graph realization of this process is the Galton-Watson tree. An important

question is under which conditions the tree (the realisation of the process) goes

from being stable (finite) to being infinite leading to “explosion”. The thresh-

old for this depends on the parameters of the explosion process. For a general

introduction to branching processes and explosions, see e.g., Athreya-Ney [6].

1.6.1 The “Tree Algorithm” CTM

A single channel (e.g., cable, radio, satellite channel, internet, mobile net-

works etc.) is shared by many users (or sources). Time is slotted and may

be considered as discrete, and any user sends messages in packet form. Each

transmission is received by every user. When several users send packets simul-

taneously, they interfere or collide with each other so that the information is

not correctly received. Hence, the users must resolve these transmission errors

before the information can be sent correctly.

There were several attempts to design efficient protocols for the channel

to send messages. However, e.g., the ALOHA and ETHERNET protocols [1,

24, 37] were soon proved to be unstable, which means that the expected time

for the messages to be sent correctly was infinite. Hence, the channels were

used very inefficiently. In the 70’s a new algorithm called the “tree algorithm”

(or CTM) was introduced by Capetanakis, Tsybakov andMikhailoc [13, 43]
to solve the problem of multiple access of a shared channel by independent
users.
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Below we first describe a simplified version of the “tree algorithm”, where

the number of users is constant. Then we describe a more general model,

where the number of users increases with time.
The CTMmodel with no arrivals is described as follows: In the root there is

a collision by several users which has to be resolved by splitting the users into

two groups. One of the groups can immediately continue to transmit, while

the other group has to wait until all users in the first group have resolved their

collisions and have been able to send their information properly. This can be

illustrated by the use of a rooted tree, such that the first group go to the left

child of the root in the tree, while the other group has to wait in a queue in

the root to be able to move to the right child later on. The branch to the left

child represents the first time interval. For creating these two groups, one lets

the users go to the left with probability p and to the right (although they have
to wait for this) with probability q = 1− p. The group in the left child can
immediately start to resolve its collisions by splitting in the same manner,
i.e., using the parameter p for deciding a left and right group. The splitting
of users is repeated in each node, and thus we can think of each branch as a
new time interval, where left branches represent earlier time points. The tree
constructed from CTM with a constant number of users, is equivalent to a
so-called binary trie in computer science, where there is a split in each node
and elements (or keys) go to the left with probability p and to the right with
probability q= 1− p.

Figure 1.8: A trie (a type of a split tree) built from the strings 0000 . . . , 0001 . . . ,
001 . . . , 01 . . . , 11000, . . . and 1110 . . . .

The CTM model with arrivals, i.e., with new active users, is described by

the same type of splitting algorithm as CTM with no arrivals, except that there
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are also new active users (or new packets) generated in the end of each time

slot. The number of additional users in each slot are independent identically

distributed random variables, which we assume to have a Poisson distribution

Po(λ ) with rate λ i.e., with density function λ k
k! e

−λ . In every node where
a collision occurs, the users split in a right and left group, i.e., one waiting

group and one that can transmit immediately by first adding a Po(λ ) variable
to increase the size of this group; then splitting into two new groups by using
the parameter p.
When all collisions are resolved, i.e., when no node holds more than one

user, all messages have been sent correctly. The time it takes until this happens

is called the delay D. If the expected value of D is finite the process is called
stable (this is always the case for CTM with no arrivals), and if it is infinite so
that the tree explodes it is called unstable. There is a natural generalization of
the tree algorithm (CTM) with several waiting lines so that b branches instead
of two are created in each node.
In the 80’s Flajolet and others [23, 27, 22] investigated the tree algorithm

(CTM) with Po(λ ) arrivals to determine for which values of λ the process is
stable. More precisely, by using analytic methods they investigated CTM for
the binary and ternary tries (i.e., with two respectively three queueing groups
of users in each node). They showed the existence and also gave analytic ex-
pressions of a critical value λc, where λc = sup{λ : E

(
D
)

< ∞} (D is the

delay).

1.6.2 Split Trees with Immigration : the Generalized CTM

Mohamed and Robert [44] described a more general “tree algorithm” model.

Instead of using the trie which is discussed above, they considered the more

general split tree model which was introduced by Devroye [16] and discussed

in Section 1.2 above. However, they only considered a simplified model where

all internal vertices are empty and only the leaves hold the items (or key num-

bers). Recall that an independent copy of the split vector V = (V1,V2 . . . ,Vb)
of equally distributed components (which represent probabilities that sum to
1) is associated to each vertex in a split tree. The tree starts with n balls in the
root σ . (Recall from Section 1.2 that n is called the cardinality.) If n > s all
balls are sent to the children of the root, by using the probabilities in the com-
ponents in the split vector Vσ = (V1,V2 . . . ,Vb). Hence, the number of items
of the b children of the root (i.e., their cardinalities) are distributed as a multi-
nomial (n,V1,V2 . . . ,Vb). Each time a vertex v gets more than s balls, it splits
by sending all balls to its children. The splitting process in each path stops
the first time when a node gets at most s balls (this is the so-called vertex ca-
pacity); therefore all internal vertices are empty and the leaves hold between
1 and s balls. Thus, this split tree model, with a vertex capacity s and an ar-
bitrary distribution of the probabilities in the split vector, generalizes the tries
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with vertex capacity 1 and deterministic components for these probabilities

(i.e., p and q= 1− p in the binary trie).

Figure 1.9: In a split tree with immigration there are n balls added to the root (n is
the cardinality of the tree). By the split vector Vσ = (V1,V2 . . . ,Vb) these balls are sent
to the b children of the root. Each child i also gets an additional number of Ai balls
distributed like A. Thus, the cardinalities of the b children of the root are distributed
as binomial random variables Bin(n,Vi)+Ai.

Let nv be the number of balls associated to v, i.e., the number of balls that
are sent to v. Each node v with nv ≥ s+ 1 also gets a random number Av of
additional balls, where the Av’s are independent and distributed like A; these
correspond to the additional users described in the original “tree algorithm“

(CTM), while n corresponds to the number of users that the channel starts
with. As in the split tree with no immigration, the splitting continues until

nv ≤ s. As for CTM the tree is called stable when the expected number of

nodes in the tree is finite.
Mohamed and Robert [44] investigated this general model and considered

in particular when A is a Poisson random variable. They generalized the ear-

lier proofs by Flajolet and others [23, 27, 22] to the split tree with immigra-

tion, to show existence of a non-empty stability region when A has a Poisson
distribution. In the stable case when A is Poisson, they also gave an analytic
expression of the first moment of the number of nodes in the tree.
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2. Summary of Papers

2.1 Paper I. Random Records and Cuttings in Binary
Search Trees.

In [33] Janson found the asymptotic distribution (as n tends to infinity) of the
number of records or cuts X(Tn) (Tn is a tree with n nodes) for the com-
plete binary tree. The method used was to approximate X(Tn) by a sum of

independent random variables derived from the random values {λv} (defined
in Subsection 1.3), and then apply Theorem 1.4.1 (i.e., the limit theorem for

convergence of sums of triangular arrays to infinitely divisible distributions).

The aim of my first paper was to determine whether Janson’s method could be
extended to find the asymptotic distribution of X(Tn) for binary search trees.
Both the complete binary tree and the binary search tree belong to the class of

trees of logarithmic height. Thus, many properties are similar for these trees.

However, whilst the complete binary tree is deterministic, the binary search

tree is a random tree and therefore substantially more complex.

Obviously, most records of the complete binary tree occur at levels close to
the height of the tree which is �log2 n�, because almost all vertices are there.
In the binary search tree most vertices are at depths close to 2lnn. Thus, most
records occur at depths close to this level. Figure 2.1 illustrates that that the
peak around the ”belly“ is Gaussian in the binary search tree.
The main theorem in Paper I is

Theorem 2.1.1. Suppose that n→ ∞. Then the following limit law holds for
the number of cuts or records in the binary search tree

(Xv(Tn)−An)
/ n
4ln2 n

d→−W, (2.1)

where

An :=
n

2lnn
+
n ln lnn
2ln2 n

andW has an infinitely divisible distribution. More precisely, W has a weakly
1-stable distribution, with characteristic function

E(eitW ) = exp
(
−π|t|+ it(−1−2ln2−2ln |t|)

)
.

The same result holds for Xe(Tn).
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2ln n

2ln n+O(ln^(1/2)n)

2ln n−O(ln^(1/2)n)

0.3711... ln n

4.31107... ln n

All levels are full up to here.

The height of the tree.

Most nodes are in this strip.

Figure 2.1: This figure illustrates the shape of the binary search tree. The root is at the
top. The horizontal width represents the number of nodes at each level. Most nodes
are in a strip of width O(

√
lnn) around 2lnn.

The random variable W in (2.1) has support on (−∞,∞), and has a heavy
tailed distribution. Since α < 2 the variance ofW is infinite, and further, since

α ≤ 1 not even the expected value of W is defined. The most well known
1-stable distribution is the Cauchy distribution. However, in contrast to the
distribution ofW in (2.1), the Cauchy distribution is strictly 1-stable and sym-

metric.
The methods used for proving Theorem 2.1.1 are summarized below. An

important idea of the proof is to study subtrees Ti, i= 1, . . . ,2L with ni nodes,
rooted at depth L with L close to ln lnn. Since the depth L is small, almost
all vertices in the tree are in the subtrees rooted at L, and thus also almost all
records are there. However, note that it is not the same being a record in a
subtree Ti rooted at L as being a record of the whole tree T , since there could
be smaller λv’s in the path between i (at depth L) and root σ of T . To be able
to consider vertices in the subtrees, let Λi be the smallest value of the λv’s
from the vertex i to the root σ . We write X(Ti)Λi for the number of records in
the subtree Ti rooted at depth L, given the root value Λi, except from the root

value itself which always is a record, i.e., X(Ti)Λi := X(Ti)−1 conditioned on
the root value Λi. Given the λv’s between L and the root σ of T , note that with
the new root values Λi of Ti instead of the old value λi, a record in Ti is also a
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record in T , implying that

X(Tn)≈
2L

∑
i=1
X(Ti)Λi .

This idea is illustrated in Figure 2.2, where L = 2 is chosen to simplify the

figure; however, the idea is just the same as for L≈ log logn.

Figure 2.2: The subtrees T1, T2, T3, T4 at depth L = 2 are considered. This example
has Λ1 = 1, Λ2 = 8, Λ3 = 3 and Λ4 = 3.

By using the Chebyshev inequality, the total number of records given Λi
in the subtrees Ti rooted at depth L can be approximated by the conditional
expected value, i.e.,

X(Tn)≈
2L

∑
i=1
X(Ti)Λi ≈

2L

∑
i=1
E(X(Ti)Λi | Ti,Λi). (2.2)

The result we get by approximating the conditional expected value in (2.2)
is an approximation of X(Tn) depending on the subtree sizes ni with depth
d(i) = L and Λi, i.e., the smallest value of the values λv from the vertex i to
the root of Tn. We want to use Theorem 1.4.1 (the classical triangular array

theorem) and therefore we need independent random variables to obtain a

triangular array. Neither the ni’s or the Λi’s are independent! However, from
the approximation we got from (2.2) (depending on ni and Λi) it is possible to
find an approximation of X(Tn) depending on nv, d(v)≤ L and λv, d(v)≤ L.
Thus, at least the λv’s are independent. Note that the nv’s are not independent
since all vertices share common ancestors, however, vertices that are far from

eachother are less dependent than vertices that are close. More precisely, we

get

X(Tn) =
2L

∑
i=1

ni
lnni

−
2L

∑
i=1

ϒ(Ti)
4ln2 ni

− 1

2lnn ∑dv≤L
nve−(2lnn)λv +

n
4ln2 n

+op(
n

ln2 n
), (2.3)
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where ϒ(Ti) denotes the total path length of the tree Ti, i.e., the sum of all

depths of the vertices in the tree.
By normalizing X(Tn) in (2.3) as in Theorem 2.1.1 above we get

(X(Tn)−An)
/ n
4ln2 n

=−
(
∑

d(v)≤L
ξv+

n

∑
i=1

ξ
′
i

)
+op(1), (2.4)

where ξv := nv2lnn
n ·e−λv2lnn and the ξ ′

i ’s are random variables only depending

on the nv’s with d(v) = L. Conditioned on the subtree sizes nv with d(v) ≤ L,
the ξv’s are independent random variables since the λv’s are independent, and
the ξ ′

i ’s are deterministic. Thus, given the nv’s, the set {ξv}
⋃{ξ ′

i } is a trian-
gular array, which we can easily show is also a null array so that condition

(i) of Theorem 1.4.1 above is fulfilled. Next we have to show that the con-

ditions (ii), (iii) and (iv) of Theorem 1.4.1 can be applied to the triangular

array {ξv}⋃{ξ ′
i } in (2.4) conditioned on the subtree sizes nv, d(v) ≤ L. The

following theorem shows that these conditions are fulfilled for {ξv}⋃{ξ ′
i }

conditioned on the subtree sizes nv, d(v)≤ L (with ξ ′
i deterministic).

Theorem 2.1.2. Suppose that n→ ∞ and choose any constant c > 0 (γ is
the Euler constant). Conditioning on all subtree sizes nv for vertices v with
d(v)≤ L := �β log2 lnn�, (β is chosen large enough) the following hold

(i) sup
v, d(v)≤L

P
(
ξv > x

∣∣nv)→ 0 for every x> 0,

(ii) ∑
d(v)≤L

P
(
ξv > x

∣∣nv) p→ ν(x,∞) =
2

x
for every x> 0,

(iii) ∑
d(v)≤L

E
(
ξv1[ξv ≤ c]

∣∣nv)−Bnv p→C+2lnc,

(iv) ∑
d(v)≤L

Var
(
ξv1[ξv ≤ c]

∣∣nv) p→ 2c

(
p→ denotes convergence in probability), where Bnv depend on the subtree sizes

nv, d(v)≤ L, and C is a constant.

Theorem 2.1.2 shows that the limit theorem for null arrays, i.e., Theorem
1.4.1, can be applied to ∑d(v)≤L ξv+∑ni=1 ξ

′
i given the nv’s. Hence, Theorem

1.4.1 implies that this sum converges in distribution to a random variable W
with an infinitely divisible distribution which does not depend on the given

nv’s. Thus, Theorem 2.1.1 (i.e., the main theorem) is proven (showing that the
normalized X(Tn) converges to −W with an infinitely divisible distribution).
Theorem 2.1.2, which implies the main theorem has a technical proof. The
idea is to use the Chebyshev inequality to prove that the sums in (ii), (iii) and
(iv) of Theorem 2.1.2 are sharply concentrated about their mean values. An

important observation is that the sums in (ii), (iii) and (iv) only depend on the
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subtree sizes {nv, d(v) ≤ L}. Recall from Section 1.2 that in a binary search

tree, the subtree sizes nv for v at depth k, is close to nU1U2 . . .Uk, whereUi, i∈
{1, . . . ,k}, are uniformU(0,1) random variables. Let Yk :=−∑ki=1 lnUi. Note
that nU1U2 . . .Uk = ne−Yk , where Yk can easily be seen to be distributed as a
Γ(k,1) random variable. This fact is frequently used in the proof of Theorem
2.1.2 (which implies the main theorem).

Therefore, it is concluded that the same approach as used by Janson [33] for

the (deterministic) complete binary tree can also be used with modifications

to determine the asymptotic distribution of the number of records (or cuts) in

binary search trees.

2.2 Paper II. Novel Characteristics of Split Trees by
Use of Renewal Theory

In this study renewal theory was introduced as a novel approach for character-

izing split trees. Split trees as described in Subsection 1.2.3 was introduced by

Devroye [16] to unify many important trees of logarithmic height. There are

many results for individual examples of trees in this class, e.g., binary search

trees, m-ary search trees, quadtrees, median of (2k+ 1)-trees, simplex trees,
tries and digital search trees. Importantly, Devroye [16] showed that all trees

in this class can be defined by the same type of splitting algorithm (which was

briefly described in Section 1.2).
Our aim now was to identify properties common to the entire class of split

trees. Of special interest was to examine whether renewal theory would be
useful for this purpose.
The idea of using renewal theory was based on the fact that the subtree sizes
are close to the products of independent, identically distributed random vari-
ables (as was described in Section 1.5).

The main theorem of this paper provides a relationship between the deter-

ministic number of balls n and the random number of vertices N:

Theorem 2.2.1. Assume that (A1) in Section 1.5 holds, then there is a constant
α depending on the type of split tree such that

E(N) = αn+o
(
n
)
, (2.5)

and

Var(N) = o
(
n2
)
. (2.6)

Note that by Chebyshev’s inequality, (2.6) shows that the number of vertices
N is concentrated around its mean value in (2.5).

The strategy used for proving (2.5) in Theorem 2.2.1, which is the harder

part of the proof using renewal theory, is described below:
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Let n and n̂, tending to infinity, be two arbitrary values of the so-called
cardinality (i.e., the starting number of balls). First it is easy to show from the

algorithm for constructing a split tree, that E(N) < C n and E(N̂) < C n̂, for
some constant C . This result is strengthened by showing that the first orders
of E(N) and E(N̂) are αn and α n̂, for the same constant α .
The underlying ideas of the proof are structured as follows:
• First recall from (1.1) in Section 1.2 that the subtree size/cardinality nv for
v at depth d is close to mv := nW1W2 . . .Wd , where theWj’s are independent

identically distributed random variables. We also have mv := ne−Yd , where
Yd :=−∑dj=1 lnWj . The advantage with mv is that it is well adapted for the
use of renewal theory (as is explained in Section 1.5).

• Along each branch from the root, we introduce B-subtrees, which are

rooted in the first vertex v with the product mv = nW1W2 . . .Wd less than B.
By choosing B large we first show that the expected number of nodes that
are not in the B-subtrees is bounded by a small error term so that they can

be ignored. To show this we use the solution of the renewal function U(t)
in (1.5), observing that this expected number is

∞

∑
k=0

bkP
(
mv ≥ B

)
:=U(lnn− lnB) =O

( n
B

)
.

• The depth of a B-subtree is min{d : Yd > lnn− lnB}, i.e., this is a stop-
ping time τ(t) for t = lnN− lnB, which in renewal theory is called the first
passage time. A well-known theorem in renewal theory is that the over-
shoot (or residual life-time) Rτ(t)− t converges in distribution as t tends to
infinity (see Section 1.5). Hence, as n

B tends to infinity the approximative
subtree sizes mv of the B-subtrees converge in distribution, independent of
the starting values n and n̂.

• This means that starting with n and n̂ balls the two trees can be coupled
so that the cardinalities nv of their B-subtrees only differ by a small error
term. Given the cardinality of a B-subtree, there is a distribution for the
number of vertices in this B-subtree. Thus, summing the expected number
of vertices in all B-subtrees, the error terms will only influence the second
orders of E(N) and E(N̂), implying that the first orders are αn and α n̂,
respectively.
The paper further describes several results on the depths of the balls and the

vertices in the tree. A few of these findings are summarized below:

Good and Bad Vertices: Let Di be the depth of the i:th ball, and in particular
let Dn be the depth of the last ball n. Recall by the splitting algorithm which
was briefly described in Subsection 1.2.3 that balls are added one by one.

Devroye [16] showed that
E(Dn)
lnn → μ−1 for some constant μ > 0 (depending

on the type of split tree), and that there is a central limit law, i.e., assuming
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that σ > 0, then

Dn−μ−1 lnn√
σ2μ−3 lnn

d→ N(0,1).

This central limit law also holds for the average depth D∗
n = ∑ni=1Di

n , since also
E(D∗

n)
lnn → μ−1. By intuition this is obvious but formally it needs to be proven
that in a stochastic sense Di ≤ Dj, which was shown in our study by using

various coupling arguments. The central limit theorem for D∗
n shows that most

vertices are close to μ−1 lnn+O
(√

lnn
)
. The next theorem sharpens this

result. Given a constant ε > 0, we say that a vertex v in the split tree is “good”
if

μ−1 lnn− ln0.5+ε n≤ d(v)≤ μ−1 lnn+ ln0.5+ε n, (2.7)

and otherwise it is “bad”.

Theorem 2.2.2. For any choice of ε > 0, the expected number of bad nodes
in a split tree with n balls is O

(
n

lnk n

)
for any constant k.

The basic idea of the proof was to use large deviations, again by the use of

the fact that the subtree size nv is close to n∏
d(v)
r=1Wr.

Variances of Depths: Further, the paper shows the first asymptotic of the vari-
ances for the depths of the balls in the tree:

Theorem 2.2.3. For all k such that n
lnn ≤ k≤ n, the variance of Dk (the depth

of the k:th ball) satisfies

Var(Dk)
lnn

n→∞→ E
(
N
(
0,σ2μ−3)2

)
= σ2μ−3.

From the central limit law this is a natural guess, but it needs to be proven

that (Dn−μ−1 lnn
)2

/ lnN is uniformly integrable.
The Total Path Length of Nodes: There are two types of total path lengthΨ(T )
and ϒ(T ), the sum of the depths of balls and the sum of the depths of nodes

respectively. Since most vertices are at depths close to μ−1 lnn+O
(√

lnn
)
,

it easily follows

E
(
Ψ(Tn)

)
= μ−1n lnn+nq(n), (2.8)

where q(n) = o(ln0.5 n) is a function that depends on the type of split tree.
Similarly, by assuming that (A1) holds and using (2.5) in Theorem 2.2.1, it is

easy to deduce that

E
(
ϒ(Tn)

)
= μ−1αn lnn+nr(n), (2.9)
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where α is the constant that occurs in (2.5) in Theorem 2.2.1 and r(n) =
o(lnn) is a function that depends on the type of split tree. The following as-
sumptions were made as further elaborated in the paper:

(A2). Assume that the function q(n) in (2.8) converges to some constant.
Examples where this is shown are binary search trees [26], random m-ary

search trees [40], quad trees [45], the random median of a (2k+1)-tree [48],
tries and Patricia tries [11].

(A3). Assume that the result in (2.5) can be improved to

E(N) = αn+ f (n),

where f (n) =O
(

n
ln1+ε n

)
.

In support of this assumption, stronger second order terms of the size have

previously been shown to hold, e.g., for m-ary search trees [41]. Further, as
described in Section 1.5, tries are special cases of split trees which are not as

random as other types of split trees. Flajolet and Vallée (personal communi-

cation) have recently shown that also for most tries (as long as − lnV is not to

close to being lattice) (A3) holds.

By using the same type of proof as for showing (2.5) in Theorem 2.2.1 we
could then show:

Theorem 2.2.4. Assume that (A1)–(A3) hold, then r(n) in (2.9) converges to
some constant ζ .

2.3 Paper III. AWeakly 1-Stable Limiting Distribution
for the Number of Random Records and Cuttings in Split
Trees

The aim of this paper was to extend the methods used in Paper I for the spe-
cific case of the binary search tree to split trees in general.
We specifically wished to examine the applicability of Theorem 1.4.1 in Sec-
tion 1.4, which describes the convergence of sums of triangular arrays to in-
finitely divisible distributions, for determining the asymptotic distribution of
the number of records or cuts, X(Tn), for the whole class of split trees.
In addition we wished to further examine the usefulness of renewal theory in
the study of split trees as an extension of its first use in Paper II.
The main result is presented in the following theorem:

Theorem 2.3.1. Let n→ ∞, and assume that (A1)–(A3) hold (presented in
Section 1.5 and Section 2.2). Then

(Xv(Tn)−An)
/ αn
μ−2 ln2 n

d→−W,
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where

An :=
αn

μ−1 lnn
+
αn ln lnn
μ−1 ln2 n

− ζn
μ−1 ln2 n

,

for the constant ζ in Theorem 2.2.4, and where W has an infinitely divisible
distribution. More precisely, W has a weakly 1-stable distribution with char-
acteristic function

E
(
eitW

)
= exp

(
− μ−1

2
π|t|+ it

(
C−μ−1 ln |t|

))
,

where μ is the constant in (2.7), α is the constant in (2.5) and C is a constant.
The same result holds for Xe(Tn).

To show that it is possible to apply Theorem 1.4.1 in Section 1.4 to prove

Theorem 2.3.1, the same type of methods was used as in Paper I. However, in

contrast to the binary search trees for which many characteristics are known

(see e.g., [17, 14, 26]), there are not many results that have been shown to hold

in general for the class of split trees. It was therefore important, as a basis for

the present paper, that key features of split trees had been identified in Paper

II, largely by the use of renewal theory.
We find a similar approximation of X(Tn) as in (2.3). Let L= �β logb lnn�

for β large enough, then

X(Tn) =
bL

∑
i=1

2Ni
μ−1 lnni

−
bL

∑
i=1

ϒ(Ti)
μ−2ln2 ni

− 1

μ−1 lnn ∑d(v)≤L
Nve−(μ−1 lnn)λv +

σ2αn
ln2 n

+op
( n
ln2 n

)
, (2.10)

where nv and Nv, is the number of balls and nodes, respectively, in the subtree
rooted at v and ϒ(Ti) is the total path length of Ti. In the binary search tree
n=N, while for split trees in general there is no obvious relationship between
the number of balls n and number of nodes N. Indeed, Theorem 2.2.1 gives a
relationship between n and N, which could be applied to the sum in (2.10) to

obtain an approximation of X(Tn) that only depends on the subtree sizes nv
and the random values λv as was the case in (2.3). Thus, (similarly as in (2.4))
the normalized X(Tn) in Theorem 2.3.1 can be expressed as

−
(
∑

d(v)≤L
ξv+

n

∑
i=1

ξ
′
i

)
+op(1),

where ξv := nvμ−1 lnn
n · e−λvμ−1 lnn and the ξ ′

i ’s are only depending on the nv’s
with d(v) = L. As in (2.4), given the subtree sizes nv with d(v) ≤ L, we have
that the set {ξv}⋃{ξ ′

i } is a triangular array. The proof of Theorem 2.3.1 (the
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main theorem) is then completed by showing that a theorem similar to The-

orem 2.1.2 holds for general split trees, implying that the conditions of the

triangular array {ξv}⋃{ξ ′
i } are fulfilled. Hence, Theorem 1.4.1 (the limit the-

orem for triangular arrays) can be applied for the general class of split trees,
thus proving Theorem 2.3.1. Proving the theorem which for general split trees
corresponds to Theorem 2.1.2 (so that Theorem 1.4.1 could be applied) is, in
the same way as it was for the binary search tree in Paper I, the most technical
part of this paper. Recall that the sums in (ii), (iii) and (iv) in Theorem 2.1.2,

only depend on the subtree sizes {nv, d(v)≤ L}. Theorem 2.1.2 deeply relied

on the fact that the sum Yk := −∑kr=1 lnUr is Γ(k,1) distributed. For general
split trees we do not know the distribution of Yk := −∑kr=1 lnWr. However, as
discussed in Section 1.5 and in Section 2.2, renewal theory is well-adapted for

studying such sums. Therefore, we again applied the renewal function U(t)
in (1.3) and in particular the solution of U(t) in (1.5) to show the necessary
conditions for applicability of the triangular array Theorem 1.4.1.

2.4 Paper IV. Branching Markov Chains: Stability and
Applications

This paper is a joint work with Dr Nicolas Broutin (INRIA, Paris). The aim
of this paper was to generalize earlier results on CTM protocols (described
in Section 1.6) or equivalently (in the more general setting) on split trees with
immigration.
In earlier studies both methods and results deeply relied on the fact that the

additional number of users, A, was assumed to be Poisson distributed, while
in this study the aim was to cover the more general case when A is arbitrarily
distributed.
By introducing branching Markov chains to describe these tree algorithms

we found a novel approach to study these types of algorithms. In fact, our

model is even more general than split trees with immigration under general

arrivals A. However, the main purpose of describing these tree algorithms by
the use of branching Markov chains is that this gives a very natural approach

for solving problems about the behavior of the trees and in particular the sta-

bility, i.e., when the expected number of vertices is finite.

In Section 2 of the paper we describe the tree as a realization of a branching

Markov chain. The root has value n ≥ 0 (this corresponds to the cardinality),
and along every branch of the root, the successive values (cardinalities) n =
N0,N1, . . . , of the vertices are distributed like the trajectory of a Markov chain
on the integers with transition matrix P = (pi j : i, j ≥ 0) for pi j := P(Xi =
j). Thus, this tree is the realization of a branching Markov chain which dies
(is absorbed) when it hits {0,1, . . . ,s}. The behavior of this Markov chain is
described by the truncated matrixM = (mi j = pi j : i, j > s).
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We say that the Markov chain is stable if, for any integer n, the expected
number of vertices in the tree is finite. The stability of the branching Markov

chain depends on the rate at which the Markov-chain is absorbed. We pre-

sented a stability condition (Theorem 2.1 in this paper) for this general model

to describe a phase transition with a critical value for deciding when the pro-

cess is stable or non-stable (i.e., the tree explodes). More precisely, we showed

that the tree is stable, if and only if, ρ > b, where b is the branch factor (i.e.,
the number of children of a node) and ρ is the parameter of convergence of

the matrix M = (mi j = pi j : i, j > s). The proof of this result is presented in
Section 3 of the paper, and is based on relating the tree, or more precisely the

branching Markov chain, to a so-called multi-type Galton-Watson branching

process (with types on the natural integers). The method of using multi-type

branching processes for investigating phase transitions in random graphs was

also recently used by Bollobás et al. in [9, 10, 8], where they relate the size

of the “giant component” to the survival probability of a multi-type branching

process.
Further, it is possible to give a very natural interpretion of the stability con-

dition in terms of the limiting behavior of the branching Markov chains, i.e.,
the quasi-stationary distribution. Let D be a random variable distributed like
the quasi-stationary distribution. If we consider a branching Markov chain TD

with root value distributed like D, then the “children” who die, i.e., hit the
set {0,1, . . . ,s} do not have their values distributed like this. However, by the
definition of D the living ones do, so the branching process consisting of the
living nodes in the tree is a Galton-Watson process. As an immediate corollary
of Theorem 2.1 in paper IV it follows that: The tree is stable, if and only if,
the Galton-Watson process consisting of the living nodes of TD is sub-critical,
since this happens precisely, when ρ > b (where ρ is the parameter of conver-
gence of the matrixM).
Section 4 of the paper is devoted to show that the general point model of

branching Markov chains is relevant to the analysis of split trees with arbitrary

immigration. In particular we showed that the assumptions made in Section 2

of the paper hold for the branching Markov chains arising from split trees.

Further, in Section 5 of this paper we considered the general ”split tree
with immigration model“. We gave an expression of the expected number of
vertices when the tree is stable. For this purpose renewal theory was used
in a similar way as in the proof of Theorem 2.2.1 above for split trees with
no immigration. Again we used the fact that the subtree sizes in any node v
at depth d (for arbitrary d) is close to a product of nW1W2 . . .Wd , where the
Wj’s are independent and identically distributed random variables distributed

as the components in the split vector. There are also the additional immigra-

tion random variables distributed as A, but since these are just additive and
the decrease among the branches is multiplicative, these will not have a big

influence on the subtree sizes.
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3. Some Plans for Further Studies

As described, renewal theory turned out to be very useful for studying split

trees. In our further work, we plan to continue to use renewal theory to e.g.,

extend our results on the total path length in Paper II. In particular, we hope

to be able to then prove that assumption (A2) holds for all split trees with

− lnV non-lattice. Recall from (2.8) above that the expected value of the total

path length for the balls equals μ−1n lnn+nq(n), where q(n) = o(ln0.5 n) is a
function that depends on the type of split tree. Assumption (A2) stated that the

function q(n) converges to a constant. A possible way to show that (A2) holds

could be to use similar methods as were used to prove Theorem 2.2.4 and

Theorem 2.2.1 above. In particular we would first like to show that q(n) =
O(1), and then sharpen this by using renewal theory to show that q(n) =
ς +o(1) for some constant ς .
In Paper II we showed, by the use of renewal theory, that for general split

trees there exists a limiting constant C for the expected number of nodes di-

vided by the cardinality n. In Paper IV, this result was extended and we showed
that the corresponding result also holds for stable split trees with immigration.

In Paper IV, we also introduced branching Markov chains to study split trees

with immigration.We showed that the branchingMarkov chains gave a natural

correspondence to a quasi-stationary distribution. Recall that TD is a branch-
ing Markov chain with root value distributed like D, where D is a random

variable distributed as the quasi-stationary distribution. By the definition of

D, also the living children (those with values ≥ s+ 1) of the root have their

values distributed likeD. In further studies, we plan to combine our previously
used renewal theory and branching Markov chain methods. Thereby, we hope
to be able to express this limiting constantC (for both ordinary split trees and

split trees with immigration) as a function of the quasi-stationary distribution.

Another parameter in the type of problems studied in Paper IV that we think
is within the reach of our approach is the so-called hyperstability of the tree
algorithms; even when the algorithm is not stable, there still exist messages
that are transmitted correctly [32]. We have proved that the quasi-stationary
distribution exists regardless of the stability of the algorithm. Based on this we
believe that even when the Galton–Watson process that consists of the living
nodes of TD is supercritical (ρ < b), there will still be leaves in the tree. We
think that the number of leaves can then be quantified with help of the random

variable D (mentioned above), using P(Bin(D,V )+A≤ s).
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4. Summary in Swedish

Denna avhandling är baserad på fyra arbeten, som studerar egenskaper för

slumpmässiga ”splitträd” och som också introducerar nya metoder för att un-

dersöka den här typen av matematiska träd.

Matematiska träd ingår som en del i området ”grafteori”. En graf består
av punkter och linjer mellan vissa av punkterna. En sådan linje mellan två st
punkter i grafen kallas för en kant. Punkterna i grafen kallas noder eller hörn.
Två hörn är grannar om det finns en kant mellan dem. Två noder har en väg
mellan sig om man kan gå mellan dem genom kanter. En sammanhängande
graf är en graf där det finns en väg mellan alla par av hörn.

Figure 4.1: Några olika grafer med 6 st noder. De två övre graferna är inte samman-
hängande till skillnad från de två nedre.

Den välkände ungerske matematikern Paul Erdös introducerade den första

slumpgrafsmodellen 1947. Detta är en enkel modell, som beskrivs på följande

sätt: I en figur med n punkter (alltså n noder) kan man dra
(n
2

)
= n(n−1)

2 kanter,

då detta är antalet par av punkter i grafen. Då kan man bilda 2(
n
2) olika grafer

genom att välja om kanten ska dras eller inte dras för varje möjligt par av

punkter. T.ex. så kan man med 5 noder bilda 2
5·4
2 = 210 = 1024 olika grafer.
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Man kan tänka sig att varje gång man väljer ut ett par av de totalt n stycken
noderna så kastar man ett mynt. Om man får krona så drar man en kant och

om man får klave så gör man ingenting. Alla grafer har lika stor sannolikhet,

så slumpen avgör vilken graf man får. I extremfallen finns det antingen inga

kanter, d.v.s. man slår klave varje gång, eller så finns det kanter mellan alla

par av noder.

Ett träd är en sammanhängande graf (d.v.s. hela grafen sitter ihop) och har
en nod som kallas roten. Mellan varje nod så finns bara en väg genom kan-

ter till roten. Man kan tänka sig ett matematiskt träd som ett släktträd med

barn och förfäder. Den äldsta förfadern är roten, som placeras högst upp, och

de övriga noderna, som befinner sig längre ner i trädet, är ättlingar. En nods

djup är dess avstånd till roten, d.v.s. antalet kanter mellan noden och roten. I
släktträdet beskriver djupet hur många generationer som gått sedan första för-
fadern. Barnen till en given nod i trädet är de noder som ligger precis en kant

ifrån den givna noden och har ett djup som är en enhet större än dess djup.

Noder utan barn kallas löv. Ett delträd kan ses som att man startar från någon
individ i släktträdet och följer alla dess ättlingar. (Hela trädet är därför ett del-
träd till sig själv.) Höjden av trädet är det maximala djupet, och där befinner
sig den senaste generationen.

Figure 4.2: Ett matematiskt träd. Roten är i toppen av trädet. Höjden (det maximala
djupet) är 3. Det finns 11 noder på maximala djupet. Dessa tillsammans med de två
noderna på den näst djupaste nivån som inte har barn utgör löven i trädet.

Slumpmässiga splitträd, som den här avhandlingen handlar om, är matem-

atiska träd som konstrueras med hjälp av en slumpmässig process. Slump-

mässiga träd har också direkta kopplingar till datavetenskap, då de är visu-

aliseringar av dataalgoritmer. Det binära sökträdet som studeras i mitt första

arbete är det enklaste exemplet på ett splitträd. Det binära sökträdet är grafvi-

sualiseringen av den mest välkända sökalgoritmen ”Quicksort” i dataveten-

skap, som effektivt sorterar tal i storleksordning.
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Ett binärt sökträd konstrueras genom att man har en mängd med n stycken
tal, som inte ligger i ordning. Antag t.ex. att vi har talen 1 till 10 som ligger

blandade, och att en dator ska sortera dem så att de kommer i växande ordning.

Det gör den genom att slumpmässigt först välja ett av de tio talen. Datorn drar

talet 6, som placeras i roten. Datorn drar sedan talet 8, som den jämför med

rotvärdet 6, och stoppar 8 i högra barnet då 8 är större än 6. Talet 3 dras därnäst

och jämförs med rotvärdet och placeras i vänstra barnet, eftersom 3 är mindre

än 6. När nästa tal dras, säg 7, jämförs detta med 6, och eftersom det är större

vill datorn lägga 7 till höger, men i det högra barnet ligger redan 8. Då jämför

datorn 7 med 8 och finner att 7 som är mindre ska placeras i vänstra barnet till

8. Alltså hamnar 7 på djup två, d.v.s. två steg från roten. Datorn drar nya tal

ända tills alla tio är dragna. Den placerar dem genom att starta en jämförelse

med rotvärdet 6; det dragna talet vandrar till höger om det är större och till

vänster om det är mindre. Det dragna talet jämförs sedan i en nedåtgående

vandring genom noderna i den trädhalva den hamnat i. I varje nod det dragna

talet vandrat till, så jämförs det med det tal som finns i den noden, för att

bestämma om det ska vandra till vänster eller till höger. Detta upprepas ända

tills det dragna talet hittar en tom nod utan något värde. När alla tal dragits, så

har alla tal sorterats i storleksordning . Visualiseringen är ett binärt träd d.v.s.

ett träd där alla noder har högst två barn. Noder till höger i trädet har större

värden än noder till vänster. Detta illustreras i Figur 4.3.

Figure 4.3: Ett binärt sökträd som konstruerats utifrån sekvensen 6,8,3,7,5,1,4,10,2,9.
Talet 6 placeras i roten. Övriga tal placeras genom att jämföra deras storlek mot
tidigare placerade tal. Jämförelsen startar i roten. Större tal vandrar till höger och
mindre vandrar till vänster.

Man kan tänka sig att talen i noderna symboliseras av bollar i stället. I
binära sökträdet innehåller varje nod då en boll istället för ett tal. I mer kom-

plicerade splitträd kan det finnas flera bollar i varje nod. Hur många som högst

kan finnas i varje nod beror på det splitträd som studeras. I det binära sökträdet
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är noderna fulla redan efter en boll, medan i ett annat exempel skulle noderna

kunna hålla som mest t.ex 5 bollar. När en nod överstiger sitt maximala antal

bollar så splittras den och skickar iväg bollar till sina barn. Om vi återvänder

till när talet 7 drogs i exemplet för det binära sökträdet ovan, så observerades

att 7-an inte kunde placeras i högra barnet till roten eftersom det redan var

upptaget. Därför fick 7-an fick vandra ett steg till, och vi kan nu tänka oss att

det högra barnet var fullt och splittras genom att sända 7-an till ett av sina

barn. Ett exempel på ett splitträd, där varje nod som mest kan hålla 3 bollar,

är illustrerat i Figur 4.4.

Figure 4.4: Ett splitträd vars noder innehåller bollar. De inre noderna innehåller
samma antal bollar. Löven innehåller olika antal bollar. Dock finns ett maximalt antal
bollar som en nod kan innehålla innan den blir full och måste splittras. I figuren är
detta maximala antal 3.

I alla splitträd håller de inre noderna samma antal bollar, medan löven håller
olika antal bollar; det maximala antalet bestäms av den typ av splitträd som
studeras. Kända exempel på splitträd är förutom binära sökträd t.ex. m-ära
sökträd (med som mest m−1 bollar i varje barn), digitala sökträd och “tries”.
Genom att introducera splitträdsmodellen förenade Devroye (1998) många

tidigare kända träd (exempelvis de ovanstående). Detta gjorde det möjligt att

studera alla sådana träd på en gång istället för att studera dem ett och ett. På

så sätt kan man få starka resultat som gäller för många olika sorters träd. I

arbete II karaktäriserar jag splitträd genom att studera olika egenskaper hos

träden. I arbetet introduceras förnyelseteori som en ny metod för att studera

splitträd. Förnyelseteori är ett delområde av sannolikhetsteori, som är anpas-

sad till att studera summor av slumpmässiga värden. Ett klassiskt exempel är

att man tänker sig en glödlampa som slocknar efter en slumpmässig tid och

därefter ersätts med en ny varje gång den slocknar. Man är intresserad av hur

lampor som använts under en given tidslängd. I det här fallet summerar man
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alltså de slumpmässiga livslängderna hos glödlamporna. Man slutar att sum-

mera när den totala summan är minst den givna tidslängden. I arbete II visas
att förnyelseteori lämpar sig väl för studier av splitträd, och jag visar hur den
kan tillämpas för att studera splittningsprocessen för bollarna. Mer exakt så
ger förnyelseteorin en möjlighet att uppskatta hur många bollar som finns i
varje delträd. En viktig egenskap som jag studerar är t.ex. kvoten mellan an-
talet noder och antalet bollar i trädet. Det finns ingen uppenbar relation mellan
dem, om man inte har ett enkelt exempel som binära sökträdet där det finns
exakt 1 boll i varje nod. Om man placerar ut säg en miljon bollar i ett mera
komplicerat splitträd med olika antal bollar i löven så blir antalet noder mera
slumpmässigt. I arbete II visas också resultat för djupen av noderna (och bol-
larna) i trädet. Jag visar att om trädet har ett stort antal bollar, så ligger väldigt

många av dessa relativt nära varandra i trädet. På det sättet liknar splitträd det

enkla fullständiga binära trädet (se Figur 4.5), där alla noder utom löven har

två barn. I ett sådant träd ligger de flesta noder nära höjden av trädet. Den

extrema motsatsen till ett fullständigt binärt träd är ett träd, där alla noder har

precis ett barn så att trädet blir högt, och noderna således får långa avstånd

mellan varandra.

Figure 4.5: Ett fullständigt binärt träd med djup fyra. Alla noder utom löven har
exakt två barn. Notera att över hälften av alla noder ligger på sista nivån (höjden
eller maximala djupet). I ett stort binärt träd ligger nästan alla noder på ett djup
nära höjden av trädet.

Utöver att studera egenskaper hos splitträd analyserar jag också andra kända
problem inom slumpträdsfältet. Jag studerar bl.a. s.k huggningar av splitträd.
Huggningsmodellen, som introducerades av Meir och Moon (1970), beskrivs

genom att man utgår från ett rotat träd (med noder och kanter). Slumpmässigt

väljs en nod där hugget sker. Den del av trädet som inte innehåller roten kastas.

Därefter väljs en ny nod i den återstående delen av trädet och ett nytt hugg görs

där. Återigen så behålls bara den del som innehåller roten. Trädet fortsätter att

huggas tills det huggs i roten, d.v.s. trädet är nedhugget. Modellen illustreras i
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Figur 4.6. Man är intresserad av antalet slumpmässiga hugg som krävs för att

helt hugga ned trädet.

Figure 4.6: Figuren illustrerar huggningen av trädet i Figur 4.3. Första slumpmässiga
hugget sker i noden med talet 1. Trädet behåller bara den del som innehåller roten.
Efter fyra slumpmässiga hugg som råkar ske i ordningen 1,8, 4 och 6 är trädet helt
nedhugget.

I arbetena I och II studeras vilken typ av fördelning man får för antalet
huggningar som krävs för att hugga ned slumpmässiga splitträd. Först visar
jag (arbete I), att en metod som beskrevs av Janson (2004) där han studer-
ade fördelningen för antalet slumpmässiga hugg i det icke-slumpmässiga full-
ständiga binära trädet, med vissa modifieringar, kan generaliseras till slump-
mässiga binära sökträd. Den här metoden utnyttjar en klassisk gränsvärdessats
i sannolikhetsteori för s.k. triangulära scheman. I arbete III generaliserar jag
sedan resultaten för det binära sökträdet till allmänna splitträd. En viktig ob-

servation, som utnyttjas i båda arbetena, är att de flesta noder i trädet ligger

nära varandra precis som i ett fullständigt binärt träd. För binära sökträdet

(arbete I) utnyttjas många redan kända egenskaper hos trädet, medan för
generella splitträd (arbete III), så utnyttjas resultaten i arbete II, där nya
egenskaper hos splitträd visades. Förnyelseteori visas återigen vara mycket

användbar i arbete III för att möjliggöra generaliseringen av resultaten i ar-
bete I. Resultaten i arbete I och arbete III visar att antalet hugg för allmänna
splitträd får en stabil fördelning. Stabila fördelningar bildar en viktig klass av

fördelningar, som bl.a innehåller normalfördelningen.
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I arbete IV studerar jag tillsammans med Nicolas Broutin (INRIA, Paris)

explosioner i splitträd. Med explosioner menas att trädet blåser upp till ett
oändligt träd (exploderar). Explosionsproblem introducerades av Galton och
Watson (1874). De studerade sannolikheten för överlevnad eller utdöende av
familjer och uppfann på så sätt den viktiga Galton-Watson processen. Omman
utgår från en förfader, så kan en Galton-Watson process beskrivas som att varje
familjemedlem har ett slumpmässigt antal barn (man kan igen tänka på släkt-
träd). Då kommer familjen till sist att dö ut om ingen medlem i sista genera-
tionen får barn. Om man bortser från det triviala fallet då varje familjemedlem
får exakt ett barn så sker detta om medelvärdet för antalet barn är 1 eller min-
dre. Familjen kommer att överleva med positiv sannolikhet om medelvärdet
för antalet barn är större än 1. Grafvisualiseringen av en sådan process är det
s.k Galton-Watson trädet. Om familjen överlever för alltid fås ett oändligt träd,
som alltså exploderar. I explosionsproblem är man intresserad av under vilka
betingelser, som trädet (d.v.s. visualiseringen av processen) går från att vara
ändligt till oändligt, d.v.s. exploderar. I Galton-Watson processen beror det på
medelvärdet av antalet barn.

I arbete IV studeras den här typen av frågor för splitträd. Splitträdet star-

tar med ett fixt antal bollar, men i varje nod vandrar det också in nya bollar.

Om detta antal är för stort kan trädet bli oändligt, även om man startade med

ett ändligt antal bollar från början. I arbete IV presenteras ett villkor, som
avgör under vilka förhållanden som trädet är ändligt respektive oändligt. Ar-
bete IV har direkta kopplingar till att studera kanaler som t.ex. radio, internet,
mobila nätverk eller satellitkanaler, som delas av flera användare. Varje använ-
dare sänder meddelanden. När flera användare sänder meddelanden samtidigt
krockar dessa och informationen kan inte sändas korrekt. Man kan lösa detta
problem genom att tänka sig användarna som bollar i ett splitträd. Genom att
splittras och delas upp på olika tidsintervall kan de klara av att sända sina
meddelanden utan kollisioner. Man kan tänka sig varje kant i splitträdet som
ett tidsintervall. Under tidens gång tillkommer också nya användare. Detta
kan man tänka sig som nya bollar som vandrar in i splitträdet. Så länge trädet
är ändligt, d.v.s. det finns bara ett ändligt antal kanter, så kan all information
överföras inom en ändlig tid. Om trädet blir oändligt p.g.a. för många nya an-
vändare som vandrar in, så tar det oändligt lång tid att överföra meddelandena
korrekt, och kanalen är således inte användbar under dessa förhållanden. I
arbete IV generaliseras resultatet från arbete II, som beskrevs ovan, om re-

lationen mellan antalet noder och bollar i splitträd. Vi presenterar ett uttryck

för kvoten mellan antalet noder (som är ett slumpmässigt antal) och antalet

bollar som explosionssplitträdet startade med (d.v.s. ett fixt antal). Kom ihåg

att i ett explosionssplitträd så vandrar det också in nya bollar, så antalet bollar

är inte konstant till skillnad från vanliga splitträd. Resultatet ger alltså en up-

pskattning av hur lång tid det tar att skicka alla meddelanden givet det antal

användare som kanalen startar med.
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